
 
 

We at STK divide our requests into categories: Cancer, General Medical, specialized adaptive equipment, FCS (Food, 

Clothing and Shelter – basic needs), Special needs cycles (our biggest program) and another special program the 

conversion of a garage into an ADA approved bedroom. 

STK did little in the area of helping children fight cancer compared to prior years. In 2017 STK supplied $150 in gas cards 

to a child with leukemia. We will actively reach out to children with cancer this year. 

General medical was very strange this year, many items that we have never done before and some that we have done in 

the past. We sent 4 children to summer camps that were varied in focus from computers to general enjoyment and 

relaxation. Lice treatment was new to us but needed by a young lady as her family could not afford it. Then there were 

the ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) children who needed some calm added to their lives. For one it was a therapeutic 

headset so that she could be relaxed in public and for another it was a Taekwondo program. We had heard good things 

about such training and the positive effects it has on children so we invested in a TKD for ASD program. If it works we 

will continue it a bit longer – this one is a wait a few months and see kind of deal. In all we spent more than $3300 on 

general medical items. 

Then there was adaptive equipment of all sorts. Glasses to help children to see better in physical therapy and 

occupational therapy were popular we also supplied crutches to help children walk better. We even supplied an I-pad to 

one youngster so he could play a special program. Weighted blankets were also a popular item. They give the child a 

feeling of security and thus help the child fall asleep and stay asleep to get rest. That is something most take for granted. 

Then there were the special strollers that allowed children with varied disabilities to be transported safely. We had the 

occasion to run into a child who was drug resistant. The Doctors were afraid to give very high doses of ADHD medication 

to the lad so they prescribed touch therapy. We never ran into this before. The child wears special touch point devices 

that when touched give the child a relaxed feeling. Just another way to treat ASD. Again this is something that we felt 

that we needed to try for the child’s sake, as high doses of medication would surly come with side effects. We spent 

over $4700 on these items. 

Then there was FCS (Food, Clothing and Shelter – basic needs). These children had no special needs other than their 

families could not afford necessities enjoyed by other children. We helped children to get food rent and school supplies. 

One family left lower rent and higher wages to come north to work for lower wages and pay higher rent in order to take 

care of an ailing mother. That touched us and we also gave them diapers and beds so the children didn’t have to sleep 

on the floor. We also got them a microwave to heat food to eat quickly. We spent just over $6700 on FCS stuff. 

Then there were special needs cycles – our first dedicated program. We started with a goal of 35 bikes for all of 2017. 

We ended the year giving out 52 special needs cycles, custom fit to each rider’s needs. There were hand powered cycles, 

foot powered cycles and both hand and foot powered cycles. In every case the cycles were received with smiles by the 
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children getting them. One little girl didn’t want the cycle or anything to do with the 2 strange guys there to present it to 

her and adjust it to fit her. Then came in Mom and everything changed. The little girl was suddenly all smiles and wanted 

to get on the bike. It was at that time that we two presenters realized that we were dealing with a well-trained child – 

don’t take anything from strangers even if you want it badly. She lived those words until Mom arrived on the scene and 

told her it was ok to accept the bike. Just goes to show you that in spite of physical defects a child can be trained to 

behave well. We gladly spent almost $39,000 on special needs cycles. I urge you to look at our special needs cycle totals. 

We are frugal when it comes to spending on bikes – BUT we don’t skimp on quality and safety when it comes to getting 

the child on the right bike. We started the program in 2004 and at that time we averaged $1500 per bike, today we are 

just under $1200 per bike, and we have reached 300 bikes and spent over $330,000 doing so. 

Last but not least, there was the special project of helping Brody. Seems that Brody has spent more than half of his 3 

years on earth in a hospital recovering from surgery or just being sick. He is extremely sensitive to direct sunlight, he 

can’t swallow, and has the COPD of a 75 year old man who has smoked all his life. It was not until late August of 2017 

that the Doctors finally made the diagnosis of Chiara Type III Malformation for Brody. This as a fatal disease that involves 

continued growth of the base of the brain.  To make matters worse shortly after the horrible diagnosis from which there 

is no escape, the State of CT informed the parents that they would lose the 24/7 in-home nurse when Brody weighed in 

at 40 lbs. To compound the problem, they told the parents that they could then legally place Brody in a facility equipped 

to care for him – in other words take him away from home. The dagger in parent’s hearts was thus twisted to add to the 

pain of the diagnosis. So here we were with a child who had not lived long enough to do wrong to be worthy of such a 

diagnosis; who loved being home with his 6 year old sister Destiny and playing outside with her (all be it when the sun 

went behind the trees); who had very loving parents to watch over and care for him – BUT he weighed in at 32 lbs and 

was to be put on steroids (which cause weight gain) and the state wanted to put him in a facility. SO….  STK got involved 

and helped convert the 2 car garage into a ADA approved bedroom, bathroom with shower, and nurse’s station so that 

Brody can stay at home. That took nearly $39,000 – fundraising was key to success. We still have a couple of small items 

like lighting trim to get but we still have about $400 to spend and that should more than cover it. But Brody is still enjoys 

living at home and that is what this was all about. 

We made it through another year. We spent $96,180.67 and only had operational expenses of $1340.32. That is 

1.3935% when comparing what we spent on kids to what we spent on overhead – that’s less than 1.4 %!  That’s also a 

record for us. It was a great year for STK! Our service area includes all CT and RI and part of FL. Of the total spent only 

$26,586.06 was spent in FL. The FL money funded mostly bikes and was raised entirely in FL.  

We were able to help many children this year. I close by asking for your donation to Save the Kid to help keep the good 

rolling. It is easy to do just go to our website at WWW.SAVEKID.ORG. On the donation page you will find a donation 

button or an address to which you can mail a check. The check method is more efficient as a third party keeps  small 

amount of the donation when the donate now button is used.  Remember that our overhead is low due to the all-

volunteer structure of the charity. 

http://www.savekid.org/

